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Abstract
We investigate a planning problem arising in the forthcoming digital video broadcasting (DVB-T) system. Unlike current analog
systems, the DVB-T standard allows a mitigation of the interference by means of a suitable synchronization of the received signals.
The problem we describe in this paper is that of ﬁnding a time offset to impose to the signal emitted by each transmitter of the
network, so as to maximize the network (territory) coverage (TOP, time offset problem). We show that, unlike related problems
in which other transmitter parameters are taken as decision variables (e.g., emission powers or frequencies), TOP has a nice and
algorithmically exploitable combinatorial structure. Namely, we introduce an exponentially sized set covering formulation of TOP,
in which constraints are dynamically generated by a polynomial time oracle. We show the effectiveness of the approach through
extensive experiments on the reference test bed of the Italian DVB-T Frequency Plan.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In the context of terrestrial video broadcasting, the digital technology is going to replace the analog technology.
This transition has been recently claimed (Paris, September 2003) by the French and German premiers as one of the
main challenges of European Union development programs. The terrestrial digital video broadcasting (DVB-T) yields
important advantages in terms of bandwidth exploitation and new user applications [3].
The DVB-T standard was introduced by the European Telecommunication Standard Institute (ETSI) in 1997. Details
on the development of DVB-T can be found in the web sites of the major public bodies involved, namely ETSI [11],
ITU (International Telecommunication Union) [13]. The implementation of DVB-T is under way all over Europe:
details on the current status can be found in [21]. In Italy, digital broadcasting started in January 2004 and the complete
switch-off for the analog TV is planned by the end of 2006. An extensive preliminary study, performed by a technical
committee established by the Italian Authority for Communications, is reported in [3].
Different optimization problems in DVB-T network planning have been investigated by choosing different sets of
transmitter parameters as decision variables (see [6] for a general framing). Namely, in [15] emission powers and antenna
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heights are optimized by simulated annealing; in [16] a local search algorithm and a mixed integer programming model
are presented for power and frequency assignment; in [19], emission powers are optimized by a LP-based heuristic.
The common feature among these problems is that the statistical receiver coverage assessment model recommended for
implementation purposes [6,20] makes difﬁcult to identify a mathematical structure exploitable in algorithms design.
In this paper, we study a new problem (already introduced in [19]), in which one wants to compute optimal transmis-
sion time offsets at the transmitters. We refer to it as time offset problem (TOP). TOP does not arise in analog systems,
since it originates from speciﬁc features of the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) scheme, adopted
by DVB-T. The practical relevance of TOP has three major motivations: any private broadcaster may implement its
own time offset conﬁguration for a network without affecting the service of other operating networks; unlike the case
of frequencies, changing time offsets does not require a remarkable economical effort; optimized time offset conﬁgu-
rations improve signiﬁcantly the coverage (especially) of single frequency networks (SFNs), in which all transmitters
are assigned with the same frequency, as conﬁrmed by the results presented in Section 5. Although based upon the
aforementioned coverage model, we show that TOP has a nice combinatorial structure which can be exploited so as to
obtain an exact algorithm able to solve real-life instances. Before introducing the algorithm, we show that TOP is NP-
hard (Section 3.2). The algorithm is based on an exponentially sized set covering (SC) formulation in which dynamic
row generation can be performed by a polynomial time oracle (Section 4). This formulation is obtained by exploiting
structural properties of TOP which have been identiﬁed through experiments (Section 4.1). Extensive computational
results on a “real-life” test bed are presented (Section 5).
2. System description
General descriptions of the DVB-T system are extensively presented in technical reports from major bodies involved
in the DVB-T project, such as [3,8,20], and also in [6]. For the sake of brevity, in this section we focus on some features
of the signal reception, exploiting the system description presented in [16].
A broadcasting network is designed to distribute video programs within a given territory portion called target area.
This is decomposed into a set Z of “small”, approximatively squared, areas (e.g., 2×2 km) called testpoints (TPs). For
instance, the Italian territory is decomposed into 55,000 TPs. A TP, described by latitude, longitude, altitude and number
of inhabitants, represents the behavior of any receiver (i.e., a user receiving antenna) within it, which is supposed to
have ﬁxed directivity (see [20] for details).
The signal emitted by a transmitter propagates according to transmitter directivity and orography ([3,18]). The power
density Pij (W/m2) received in TP j from transmitter i is proportional to the emitted power Pi , i.e., Pij =PiAij (we
refer to [3] for details). We assume the ﬁeld matrix [Pij ]i∈T ,j∈Z is given. Let us denote by T (j) ⊆ T the set of signals
received in TP j .
Propagation also introduces a delay. A transmission consists of a stream of symbols. The arriving time of a symbol
emitted by transmitter i in TP j has the expression:
ij = ti + ij , (1)
where ti is the time offset of transmitter i (s), measured with respect to a reference instant, and ij is the propagation
delay (i.e., the distance between i and j divided by the speed of light). Time offsets are decided by the operator and a
may enhance the quality of the service.
In this paper we deal with deciding the time offset of every transmitter in a SFN. All other transmitter parameters are
supposed to be ﬁxed, namely, geographical site, transmission frequency (the same for all transmitters in T ), emission
power, antenna height, polarization (horizontal/vertical) and antenna diagram (directivity).
In Fig. 1 the time distribution of |T (j)| = 40 signals and their power values on a sample TP j in the north of Italy
(namely, in regional district Lombardia) are represented. In the example, no time offset is imposed, i.e., the network
works in simulcasting.
2.1. Interference and coverage in DVB-T
Informally, whenever in a given TP a program can be received clearly, the TP is said to be covered by the network. In
this section we resume the receiver behavior [7] and coverage evaluation models adopted for practical implementation
purposes [9,20].
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Fig. 1. Power and time distribution of signals on a sample testpoint.
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Fig. 2. Detection window in TP j and synchronized with signal h: signals h and l are fully wanted, k and m are fully interfering.
The key notion in the coverage assessment is the notion of interference. In analog systems, different signals arriving
on a receiver with the same frequency always interfere (co-channel interference). Due to the OFDM scheme, this is not
always the case in digital systems. In fact, the receiver (in TP) j locates at time j a detection window: all signals falling
into the window are wanted, whilst the others are interfering. We consider the shape of the detection window as in
Fig. 2. A signal (symbol) from transmitter h arriving in TP j at time hj contributes to the wanted signal if hj j +Tg
(currently Tg = 224s) while it is interfering if hj > j + Tg.1
In what follows we denote by W(j, j ) (I (j, j )) the set of wanted (interfering) contributions in TP j under
window j .
1 In commercial receivers, from time Tg to time 2Tg the window decreases by a quadratic function [9] and the signals falling into such interval
are both wanted and interfering. However, their wanted contributions are practically negligible.
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Table 1
Summary of notation
T Set of transmitters
Z Set of testpoints (target area)
i Index for transmitters
j Index for testpoints
T (j) ⊆ T Set of signals received in testpoint j
Pij Power density (W/m2) measured in testpoint j from transmitter i
Tg Guard interval
ij Arrival time of signal i on testpoint j
C Coverage area, i.e., set of covered testpoints
W(j, h), h ∈ T (j) Set of useful contributions in testpoint j under window h
I (j, h), h ∈ T (j) Set of interfering contributions in testpoint j under window h
j Set of all covers of testpoint j
S(j) Unique cover of testpoint j under Assumption 4.2
Once signals are classiﬁed, the coverage quality of a TP j is assessed by statistical methods. According to [3], we
use the k-LNM method [6,9]. In [16] we show that a TP j can be safely regarded as covered if
∑
i∈W(j,h)
Pij 
∑
i∈I (j,h)
Pij , (2)
where quantities are expressed in W/m2,W(j, h) (I (j, h)) is the set of wanted (interfering) signals under the detection
window h, and  in a constant related to the required signal to interference ratio (see [16]).2
The value  ranges in the interval [100,10,000], corresponding to a range (20, 40) dB of the signal to interference
ratio (tables with practically adopted values are reported in [20]).
Therefore, for ﬁxed offsets, the coverage evaluation for one TP j requires to ﬁnd a detection window j satisfying
(2) or prove that none exists. In the former case, it was proven in [19] that one such window corresponds to the arriving
time of a signal h ∈ T (j). Hence, such computation is carried out by enumerating all the |T (j)| possibilities.
We deﬁne coverage area the subsetC of TPs covered by the current time offset conﬁguration. Traditional performance
indicators consist of weighted functions of the coverage
∑
j∈Cwj . A common choice of practitioners is to set wj to
the number of inhabitants of TP j .
Table 1 summarizes the whole set of symbols used in the paper.
3. Problem deﬁnition and complexity
In this section we formally introduce the TOP.
Problem 3.1. Given a set T of transmitters (with ﬁxed parameters), a set Z of TPs along with a weight vector
w ∈ R|Z|+ , a ﬁeld matrix [Pij ]i∈T ,j∈Z ∈ R|T |×|Z|+ and a delay matrix [ij ]i∈T ,j∈Z , the TOP consists of assigning to
each transmitter i ∈ T a time offset ti , such that the weight w(C) =∑j∈Cwj of the coverage area C is maximized.
An instance of TOP will be described by a 5-tuple (T , Z,w, P,). Observe that this problem does not arise in
analog systems, where no signal composition is allowed and time offsets do not affect the coverage.
Looking at a generic TP j , a key role is played by transmitter subsets which can guarantee the coverage of j under
suitable time offsets. Let us introduce the following deﬁnitions.
Deﬁnition 3.2. Given a TP j , a set of transmitters S ⊆ T (j) is a cover of j if |ij − kj |Tg, for all i, k ∈ S implies
j is covered.
2 The system noise has been treated as an interfering signal with zero variance and mean value equal to C/N (values of C/N for different
channel types are reported in [20]).
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In general, a TP j may have several different covers: let j be the set of all minimal covers of j . Informally, TP j
is covered (by a ﬁxed time offset conﬁguration) if and only if there exists at least one cover S(j) ∈ j such that all
the signals in S(j) fall within the detection window.
Deﬁnition 3.3. Given a TP j , the cover S(j) ∈ j is active if |ij − kj |Tg, for all i, k ∈ S(j).
Therefore, j is covered if and only if at least one its minimal cover S(j) is active.
In the next section we exploit the notion of cover in order to give a nice characterization of inconsistent TP sets,
namely, those sets for which no solutions of TOP exist covering all TPs in the set. Section 3.2 will be devoted to prove
the complexity of TOP.
3.1. Inconsistent TP sets
Given a set Z¯ ⊆ Z of TPs, we are generally interested in ﬁnding an assignment of time offset to transmitters such
that at least one cover S(j) ∈ j , for j ∈ Z¯, is active, i.e., all the TPs in Z¯ are covered. Such an assignment may not
exist.
Let us now concentrate on the case in which |j | = 1, for each j ∈ Z. We will show in Section 4.1 that this is the
only relevant case. Denote by S(j) the single element of j , i.e., the single minimal cover associated to TP j .
Under this assumption, the family {S(j) : j ∈ Z¯} of covers is said inconsistent if the system
|ij − kj |Tg, ∀i, k ∈ S(j), j ∈ Z¯ (3)
is inconsistent.
If we substitute expression (1) and perform a straightforward linearization, we obtain two inequalities for every triple
(i, k, j), where j ∈ Z¯ and i, k ∈ S(j):
ti − tkTg + kj − ij = bki(j), (4)
tk − tiTg + ij − kj = bik(j). (5)
This set of inequalities yields a graph characterization of inconsistency. Let us introduce a multi-digraph G = (N,A)
with N =⋃j∈Z¯S(j) and a pair of directed arcs ik(j) and ki(j) for each TP j such that i, k ∈ S(j). Finally, assign
weight bik(j) to arc ik(j) and bki(j) to arc ki(j). It turns out that the system (4), (5) is inconsistent if and only if G
contains a negative weight directed cycle [1]. Also, negative weight cycles in G are in one to one correspondence with
the irreducible inconsistent subsystem (IIS-s) of system (4), (5) (see [2,17] for a general treatment of IISs of linear
systems). On the other hand, an IIS J identiﬁes an inconsistent set {S(j) : at least one inequality (4), (5) belongs to J }
of covers. Therefore, when |j | = 1, for each j ∈ Z, we have the following:
Property 3.4. An IIS J of system (4)–(5) (equivalently, a negative weight cycle in G) identiﬁes an inconsistent set of
TP under the current power values.
Notice that the above graph construction can be applied to any instance of TOP, whenever |j | = 1, for each j ∈ Z.
We denote by G(X) the constraint graph associated to instance X = (T , Z,w, P,).
3.2. Complexity
We prove that TOP is NP-hard in strong sense. The proof consists of two parts: in the ﬁrst part the problem of ﬁnding
a maximum feasible subsystem for a system of difference constraints (MFS–DC) is polynomially reduced to one its
special case; in the second part, the latter is polynomially reduced to TOP.
Problem MFS–DC can be stated as follows ([1, Section 4.5]): given a directed multi-graph H(N,A, c) with weights
c ∈ R|A| on arcs, ﬁnd a minimum cardinality set of arcs intersecting every negative cycle. Problem MFS–DC is proved
to be NP-hard in [2].
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Fig. 3. From an instance of MFS–DC to an instance of SMFS–DC.
Let us deﬁne the following special version of MFS–DC, referred to as symmetric (SMFS–DC):
Deﬁnition 3.5. An instance of SMFS–DC is a directed multi-graph G(N,E, b) with edge costs B, satisfying the
following conditions:
(i) ik(j) ∈ E ⇒ ki(j) ∈ E, where ik(j) denotes the j th directed arc from i to k.
(ii) Arc weights bik(j) have the form bik(j) = B + Bik(j), with Bik(j) = −Bki(j) and B > 0.
(iii) E can be partitioned into two equally sized sets EK and E¯K with the property that:
(a) ik(j) ∈ EK iff ki(j) ∈ E¯K ;
(b) if a ∈ EK then ba − 2B/|N |;
(c) if a ∈ E¯K then ba2B − 2B/|N |.
The set EK (E¯K ) is the set of conservative (non-conservative) arcs.
Lemma 3.6. Let C be a negative cycle of G. Then C ⊆ EK , i.e., C is a set of conservative arcs.
Proof. Suppose not, and let a ∈ C ∩ E¯K . Since |C| |N |, by (iiib) and (iiic) it is
∑
e∈C−a
be − 2B|N | · (|N | − 1).
By (iiic) we have
∑
e∈C
be =
∑
e∈C−a
be + ba − 2B · (|N | − 1)|N | + 2B −
2B
|N | = 0
a contradiction. 
Lemma 3.7. SMFS–DC is NP-hard in strong sense.
Proof. Reduction from MFS–DC. Let H(N,A, c′|A|) be an instance of MFS–DC. Let c be obtained from c′ by letting
cij = (c′ij /M)2B/|N | where M = maxij |c′ij | and B > 0 is a positive real number. Clearly, we have |cij |2B/|N |.
Since M,B, |N |> 0, we have that C is a negative cycle of H(N,A, c′) iff C is a negative cycle of H(N,A, c). So
H(N,A, c) deﬁnes an equivalent instance of MFS–DC.
Let us derive from H(N,A, c) an instance G(N,E, b) of SMFS–DC. For every arc a = ik ∈ A, we introduce in G
two arcs, namely e(a) = ik(a) with weight be = bik(a) = cik and e¯(a) = ki(a) with weight bki(a) = 2B − cik . Remark
that Bik(a) = B − cik and Bki(a) = cik − B: so Bik(a) = −Bki(a) and conditions (i) and (ii) are satisﬁed (Fig. 3).
Now, if we let EK ={e(a) : a ∈ A} and E¯K ={e¯(a) : a ∈ A}, then {EK, E¯K} is a partition of E satisfying condition
(iii). In fact, it is be(a) = ca − 2B/|N | for all e(a) ∈ EK , while be¯(a) = 2B − cik2B − 2B/|N | for all e¯(a) ∈ E¯K .
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Fig. 4. From an instance of SMFS–DC to an instance of TOP.
So G(N,E, b) is an instance of SMFS–DC. Note that every conservative arc e(a) = ik(a) ∈ EK has same weight as
its generator a = ik ∈ A: informally, we may say conservative arcs are exact copies of the original arcs.
We now show that every negative cycle C in H(N,A, c) corresponds to a negative cycle of G(N,E, b) and vice
versa.
Let C be a negative cycle of H(N,A, c); then, C′ = {e(a) ∈ EK : a ∈ C} is a cycle of G(N,E, b) since a = ik
implies e(a) = ik and b(C′) = c(C)< 0.
Let C′ be a negative cycle of G(N,E, b). By Lemma 3.6 C′ ⊆ EK , i.e., C′ only contains conservative arcs. Let
C = {a ∈ A : e(a) ∈ C′}. Since e(a) = ik(a) is a conservative arc, we have a = ik and ca = ba . Then C is a cycle of
H(N,A, c) and c(C) = b(C′)< 0.
So if Q ⊆ A is a set of arcs that meets every negative cycle of H , then Q′ = {e(a) ∈ EK : a ∈ Q} is a set of arcs that
meets every negative cycle of G, and |Q| = |Q′|. Analogously, if Q′ ⊆ EK is a set of arcs that meets every negative
cycle of H , then Q = {a ∈ EK : e(a) ∈ Q′} is a set of arcs that meets every negative cycle of G, and |Q′| = |Q|. 
Theorem 1. TOP is NP-hard in strong sense.
Proof. By reduction from SMFS–DC (and Lemma 3.7) we associate with G = (N,E, b) the following instance
X = (T , Z,w, P,) of TOP. The set of transmitters is T = N . With every conservative arc ik ∈ EK we associate
a TP j = j (i, k) ∈ Z; also we let wj = 1. Deﬁne now power values such that T (j) = {i, k}: possible values are
Pij = Pkj = SIR, and Pir = Pkr = 0, ∀r ∈ Z\{j}. Observe that T (j) is the only cover of j .
Finally, let Tg =B and deﬁne the delays ij and kj so that ij −kj =Bik: consequently, we have −Bik =kj −
ij = Bki .
By this positions, it is not difﬁcult to see that the constraint graph G(X) associated with X = (T , Z,w, P,) is
precisely G= (N,E, b) of SMFS–DC (Fig. 4). From above, it follows that to every TP of X corresponds biunivocally
a conservative arc of G: denote E(Z¯) (Z(E¯)) the set of conservative arcs (TPs) corresponding to Z¯ (E¯).
We show that a solution to SMFS–DC of size n biunivocally corresponds to a solution of TOP in which exactly n
TPs are not covered.
Let Z¯ be a set of TPs such that X¯ = (T , Z\Z¯, w, P,) admits a solution with value |Z\Z¯|, i.e., all TPs in Z\Z¯ can
be covered. We show that the set of conservative arcs E(Z¯) associated with Z¯ meets every negative cycle of G=G(X).
If not, G − E(Z¯) contains a negative cycle C (of conservative arcs): it is easy to see that C is also a negative cycle of
G(X¯). By Property 3.4, the set of TPs Z(C) ⊆ Z\Z¯ is an inconsistent set of TPs, a contradiction.
On the other hand, let E˜ be a set of arcs that meets every negative cycle in G and let Z˜ = Z(E˜). Then X˜ =
(T , Z\Z˜, w, P,) is feasible. If not, by Property 3.4, G(X˜) contains a negative cycle C˜; but then C˜ belongs to G− E˜
as well, a contradiction. 
4. Problem formulation
In this section we introduce two integer linear programming formulations for TOP.
Let us begin with the general case, in which each TP can admit more than one minimal cover, namely, j =
{S1(j), . . . , Srj (j)} with rj > 1. Let xj be a binary variable such that xj =1 if TP j is not covered and xj =0 otherwise.
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Let also yhj be a binary variable such that yhj = 1 if the minimal cover Sh(j) is active (i.e., TP j is covered by the
minimal cover Sh(j)) and yhj = 0 otherwise.
The formulation ILPM for TOP reads as follows:
min
∑
j=1,...,|Z|
wjxj (ILPM),
xj +
∑
h=1,...,rj
yhj 1 for all j ∈ Z, (6)
|ij − kj | + Myhj Tg + M for j = 1, . . . , |Z|; h = 1, . . . , rj ; i, k ∈ Sh(j), (7)
xj ∈ {0, 1} for j = 1, . . . , |Z|,
yhj ∈ {0, 1} for j = 1, . . . , |Z|; h = 1, . . . , rj ,
where M is a (sufﬁciently) large constant. Constraints (7) can be easily linearized as in Section 3.1. Nevertheless, ILPM
has two main drawbacks:
(1) Constraints (6) and (7) require the knowledge of the whole setj , for each TP j ∈ Z, and this can be, in principle,
computationally expensive.
(2) The presence of the “big M” leads to a poor quality LP relaxation, making useless ILPM for large scale networks.
The ﬁrst drawback is tackled in the next section, where a speciﬁc property of the signal powers received at TPs is
discussed. TPs satisfying this property admit, in practice, only one minimal cover. Then, in Section 4.2 an exponentially
sized SC formulation is developed and an exact algorithm, based on formulation SC, is described. The experimental
validation of SC and a computational comparison between SC and ILPM is presented in Section 5.
4.1. Minimal covers characterization
Recall that, from condition (2), a set S ⊆ T (j) is a cover for TP j if
∑
i∈S
Pij 
∑
i∈T (j)\S
Pij . (8)
The following lemma holds:
Lemma 4.1. Consider a signal k ∈ T (j). If
Pkj >
1

∑
i∈T (j)\{k}
Pij (9)
then k belongs to all covers of j .
Proof. Suppose not. Let S¯ be a cover of j with k /∈ S¯. We have∑j∈S¯Pij 
∑
i∈T (j)\S¯Pij Pkj . But, from condition
(9), Pkj >
∑
i∈T (j)\{k}Pij 
∑
j∈S¯Pij , a contradiction. 
Next theorem is a sufﬁcient condition for identifying TPs with exactly one minimal cover:
Theorem 2. Let S = {k ∈ T (j) : Pkj > 1/∑i∈T (j)\{k}Pij } be a set of signals contained in all covers of j . If S is a
cover of j , then S is the unique minimal cover of j .
Proof. By contradiction, suppose that S′ 	= S is a minimal cover. By the minimality of S′ we have that SS′. Then,
there exists at least one signal i ∈ S that does not belong to S′. By Lemma 4.1, S′ is not a cover. 
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Table 2
Figures on the sample testpoint
Transm. Time Power (dB) Power (W/m2) Slack sign (Lemma 4.1)
1 51 90 1,000,000,000 > 0
2 127 78 63,095,734 > 0
3 155 71 12,589,254 > 0
4 208 64 2,511,886 < 0
5 47 63 1,995,262 < 0
6 90 62 1,584,893 < 0
7 250 53 199,526 < 0
8 155 53 199,526 < 0
9 47 53 199,526 < 0
10 371 52 158,489 < 0
12 351 49 79,432 < 0
13 118 48 63,095 < 0
14 503 47 50,118 < 0
15 333 46 39,810 < 0
16 362 46 39,810 < 0
17 414 46 39,810 < 0
18 203 43 19,952 < 0
19 283 42 15,848 < 0
20 151 41 12,589 < 0
Contrary to what one may think, real-world networks contain large set of TPs satisfying the sufﬁcient condition of
Theorem 2. In fact, the viability of Theorem 2 depends (i) on the ﬁgures involved in coverage evaluation (i.e., power
values and ) and (ii) on the network structure. To understand these facts, we refer to the sample TP of Fig. 1. In
Table 2 we look at the strongest 20 signals received in such a TP (all other signals do not provide additional information).
For each of the corresponding transmitters k ∈ T (j): arrival time on the TP, received power expressed in dB (depending
on the current transmitter emission value, see Section 5), received power expressed in W/m2, sign of the expression
(9) (slack = Pkj − 1/∑i∈T (j)\{k}Pij , with = 100).
Rows in Table 2 are ordered by non-increasing power values. One can observe that the ﬁrst three transmitters have
positive slack, and, therefore, must be included into every cover of this TP, according to Lemma 4.1. On the contrary,
all other transmitters do not fulﬁll condition (9). Hence, S = {1, 2, 3} contains three transmitters included in every
cover,
∑
i∈SPij = 1, 075, 684, 989 and 
∑
i∈T (j)\SPij = 737, 194, 331. It follows that the condition of Theorem 2 is
satisﬁed and S is the only minimal cover of TP j .
Note that, in this TP, the number of strong signals is limited (we have only three signals greater than 70 dB) and the
gap between strong signals and the others exceeds 3 dB. This situation is rather typical. In fact, broadcasters locate
transmitters and assign emission powers so as to have in each TP a limited number of high power signals, while a large
number of low power signals is still present as noise. Moreover, due to the logarithmic scale, few dBs of difference
correspond to a large difference in W/m2. Statistics reported in Section 5 for networks of different size show that TPs
admitting more that one cover represent exceptions even for very large networks.
Therefore, from now on, we make the following hypothesis:
Assumption 4.2. Each TP j ∈ Z admits exactly one minimal cover S(j).
Note that, TPs having more than one minimal cover can be also treated by choosing one reference cover S(j),
e.g., the one with the highest power density. In Section 5 we show that this choice results in a completely negligible
approximation.
4.2. SC formulation, algorithm and implementation details
Under Assumption 4.2, we can describe inconsistent TP sets by means of the constraint graph G(X) of Section 3.1.
Therefore, if xj is a binary variable such that xj = 1 if TP j is not covered (equivalently, its unique minimal cover is
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Table 3
Algorithm for SC
Algorithm for SC
Input: An instance of TOP, (T , Z,w, P,)
Output: Vector t ∈ R|T | of time offset
Begin.
Phase 1: Initial Formulation
Build the constraint graph G(X) for all TPs in Z;
Find, by complete enumeration, all IISs of cardinality 2;
Build SC over the set of IISs of cardinality 2;
Phase 2: Optimization and constraint generation
continue = TRUE
while = (continue){
Solve SC to optimality and let X∗ be the optimal solution;
Build the constraint graph G′(X∗);
If (a negative weight cycle C is found on G′(X∗))
Add constraint x(C)1 to SC
else
continue = FALSE;
}
Phase 3: Time offset evaluation
Build the feasible system of difference constraint induced by X∗;
Evaluate vector t;
End.
not active) and xj = 0 otherwise, TOP can be formulated as follows:
min
∑
j=1,...,|Z|
wjxj (SC), (10)
∑
j∈J
xj 1 for all IISs J , (11)
xj ∈ {0, 1} for j = 1, . . . , |Z|. (12)
Recall that, from Property 3.4, IISs correspond to negative weight cycles in G(X). Since the number of possible IISs of
system (4)–(5) is exponentially large in the number of transmitters, the above formulation has an exponential number
of constraints. Thus, a delayed constraint generation mechanism is required. The adopted algorithm is a special version
of the one presented in [17]. We ﬁrst detect a subset of the IISs, namely, the set of all inconsistent pairs of TPs (Phase
1). Then, we dynamically search for IISs exploiting the structure of the constraint graph G(X) (Phase 2). In particular,
given the current optimal set of active covers (covered TPs), the associated constraint graph is constructed and a negative
cycle detection algorithm is executed. If a negative cycle is detected, the corresponding set of covers indexes a new
constraint of type (11), which is added to the formulation, otherwise the generation mechanism stops returning the
optimal set of TPs x∗. Hence, starting from solution x∗, the (feasible) system of difference constraint (4)–(5) is built and
a time offset vector t is found by means of standard shortest path techniques [1]. The whole algorithm is summarized
in Table 3.
An important detail concerns with the digraph G′(X∗). Negative cycles in digraphs (i.e., inconsistent sets of TPs) can
be efﬁciently detected using modiﬁed shortest path algorithms. Therefore, we transform the constraint multi-digraph
G(X∗) in a digraph G′(X∗) only selecting the arc with minimum weight among the arcs with same head and tail. Then,
we look for a negative cycle by means of the algorithm due to Tarjan [12].
In our implementation problem SC is solved to optimality at each iteration, even if Parker [17] pointed out that this,
in general, is not strictly necessary. However, in all our experiments the SC instances at hand turn out to be solvable to
optimality by a commercial ILP solver in a fairly short amount of time.
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5. Computational experience
The experiments presented in this section have two main purposes:
(i) validating the viability of Assumption 4.2 and the efﬁciency of the whole approach on networks of various sizes;
(ii) evaluating coverage improvements of real-world digital networks when time offset optimization is performed.
The test bed concerns with the Italian broadcasting system. Due to the large number of broadcasters and to the scarce
penetration of cable and satellite networks, the Italian context appears as one of the most complex in Europe (details
are reported in [14]). We consider the set of 480 transmitters identiﬁed by the Italian Authority for Communications in
the reference network for the Analog Frequency Plan (1998) [4]. Therefore, power values and the other physical and
radio-electrical parameters are established as in [5]. The digital terrain database used contains 55,000 TPs for the whole
country: since we are maximizing population coverage, we look at TPs with at least one inhabitant (inhabited TPs),
amounting to 15,442. The reference band is VHF (III Band). The function w(C) returns the number of inhabitants
contained in C (i.e., covered population). All experiments are performed on a Pentium III 1.0 GHz machine with
512 MB RAM, while the ILP solver is CPLEX 8.0.
In Table 4 are reported the features of 21 networks deﬁned on the Italian regional districts and the number of
inhabitated TPs that do not satisfy Theorem 4.2. For all the networks, transmitters are activated at the nominal emission
power level, i.e., neither power optimization nor antenna diagram shaping has been performed [16]. Considering
networks deﬁned on administrative regions is important from broadcasters point of view. In fact, local SFNs are of
great interest to the Italian television market. Moreover, district border sometimes do not cope with region orography.
Therefore, it is very difﬁcult to deﬁne SFNs with reasonable coverage both for districts that share a large ﬂat area (e.g.,
Piemonte, Emilia R., Lombardia and Veneto) and for long and narrow districts (e.g., Puglia and Calabria).
Figures of the last three columns of Table 4 show that for networks of small and medium size the (theoretical) error
induced by Assumption 4.2 does not exceed 2% of the population. This good behavior is conﬁrmed by Table 5, where
coverage results before and after time offset optimization are reported and the performance of SC model is directly
compared with ILPM (solutions of SC and ILPM are reported in terms of covered population).
Table 4
Features of 21 networks and measure of the theoretical error of model SC
Regional Population Test- Inhabited Transmitters Testpoints not fulﬁlling Maximum error Maximum error
district points test-points Theorem 4.2 (pop.) (%)
Piemonte 4,568,874 4879 617 26 9 19,442 0.43
Liguria 1,993,327 1179 385 24 3 19,510 0.98
Emilia R. 3,867,936 4226 1258 23 15 27,614 0.71
Puglia 3,464,618 3569 602 15 2 12,892 0.37
Sardegna 1,644,138 4340 566 18 11 22,975 1.4
Friuli V. G. 1,303,167 1658 588 27 8 13,407 1.03
Lombardia 9,382,277 4674 2227 30 9 26,874 0.29
Sicilia 5,251,451 4486 918 30 14 97,623 1.86
Calabria 2,107,077 2695 793 33 7 15,260 0.72
Toscana 3,528,965 4360 1092 24 15 20,148 0.57
Lazio 5,152,814 3189 905 20 8 16,937 0.33
Veneto 4,039,278 3602 1561 17 15 27,292 0.68
Abruzzo 1,154,308 2015 617 31 9 13,637 1.18
Marche 1,357,147 1891 507 16 7 15,463 1.14
Basilicata 654,885 1790 223 25 1 368 0.06
Campania 5,628,470 2521 947 27 10 30,816 0.55
Umbria 716,884 1607 333 14 9 13,712 1.91
Val d’Aosta 89,474 682 53 20 0 0 0
Alto Adige 390,178 1540 193 31 1 1388 0.36
Molise 342,345 852 189 9 3 5314 1.55
Trentino 436,519 1263 282 20 3 3580 0.82
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Table 5
Results for 21 networks
Regional Starting (%) Population covered by (%) CPU time Population covered by CPU time (s) Error Arcs of
district solution SC opt. ILPM opt. (inhabitants) G(X)
Piemonte 1,058,874 23.18 3,214,664 70.36 250 3,215,324a – 660 16,566
Liguria 1,113,672 55.87 1,883,753 94.5 62 1,883,753 700 0 8710
Emilia R. 1,064,381 27.52 2,492,031 64.43 644 2,496,901a – 4,870 102,338
Puglia 1,565,511 45.19 2,735,085 78.94 150 2,735,085 1880 0 6840
Sardegna 1,161,765 70.66 1,625,589 98.87 4 1,625,589 3 0 2098
Friuli V. G. 780,307 59.88 1,113,817 85.47 271 1,113,817a – 0 37,178
Lombardia 6,208,767 66.18 8,279,359 88.24 782 8,282,356a – 2,997 163,182
Sicilia 3,805,953 72.47 4,948,784 94.24 121 4,949,082 1240 298 7444
Calabria 1,662,346 78.89 2,060,483 97.79 69 2,060,483 759 0 8544
Toscana 2,802,527 79.41 3,453,411 97.86 479 3,453,411a – 0 12,232
Lazio 4,147,143 80.48 5,029,292 97.6 552 5,029,292a – 0 11,228
Veneto 3,085,792 76.39 3,649,618 90.35 434 3,651,406a – 1788 43,906
Abruzzo 987,774 85.57 1,096,310 94.98 12 1,096,310 63 0 7402
Marche 1,231,794 90.76 1,350,747 99.53 3 1,350,747 2 0 6008
Basilicata 616,831 94.19 654,648 99.96 2 654,648 < 1 0 3746
Campania 5,395,821 95.87 5,589,288 99.3 65 5,591,266 363 1978 12,528
Umbria 702,757 98.03 716,098 99.89 3 716,098 < 1 0 3250
Val d’Aosta 88,533 98.95 88,533 98.95 < 1 88,533 < 1 0 368
Alto Adige 384,591 98.57 384,591 98.57 < 1 384,591 < 1 0 766
Molise 310,280 90.63 310,280 90.63 2 310,280 < 1 0 1332
Trentino 383,282 87.8 383,282 87.8 < 1 383,282 < 1 0 684
aInstance not solved to optimality, best solution after 3 h of CPU time.
Table 6
Features of a national SFN
Target Population Testpoints Inhabited Transm. Testpoints not Maximum Maximum
area testpoints fulﬁlling Theorem 4.2 error (pop.) error (%)
Italy 56,804,187 55,000 12,719 274 168 629,275 1.11
Table 7
Results for a national SFN
Starting solution (%) Pop. covered by SC opt. (%) # Arcs of G(X) CPU time (min)
52,089,439 91.70 52,833,574 93.01 169,172 447
From these results, few comments are in order. First, for small size networks the error introduced by the SC model is
zero, while for medium size networks it is completely negligible. Second, time offset optimization leads to a very large
coverage improvement for 17 of 21 districts. In some districts the level of coverage is still unacceptable (population
coverage < 90%) and power optimization/antenna diagram shaping is necessary if a SFN is required. Finally, the SC
algorithm is considerably faster than the ILP solver with ILPM formulation. This is particularly true for medium size
networks, that cannot be solved to optimality by ILPM formulation in 3 h of CPU time. The number of IISs added in
Phase 2 does never exceed a few hundreds.
We ﬁnally investigate a SFN deﬁned over the whole Italian country. The starting solution is the best solution found
in [16]. Due to the large number of transmitters and to the size of the target area, it is necessary to start from a solution
with optimized emission powers. Note that a well-designed SFN enforces Assumption 4.3. In fact, the maximum error
of the SC model is of (only) 629,275 inhabitants on 168 TPs (1.1%) and the number of arcs of G(X) is considerably low
(w.r.t. the number of TPs and transmitters involved) (Table 6). From Table 7 we observe that the coverage improvement
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in this case is not very large, but it remains still signiﬁcant. In fact, 91.70% of coverage is considered a very good result
(see [16]), difﬁcult to improve with power optimization (in [16] an upper bound of 94.25% is evaluated). Again, TOP
is able to improve the network coverage while the CPU time for SC algorithm remains reasonable.
6. Conclusions
In this paper we proposed a hierarchy of models for the TOP. Under a suitable assumption, often veriﬁed in practice,
we showed that the model SC, derived from an exact model ILPM , has a negligible degree of approximation for real-
world networks, whereas it can be solved quite efﬁciently. Therefore, the algorithm proposed in Section 4.2 results is
an effective tool for designing digital networks once emission powers and frequencies have been ﬁxed. Future research
concerns models (and algorithms) able to integrate the whole set of decision variables, i.e., emission powers, frequencies
and time offset.
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